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Easing travel arrangements, introducing new travel products and services, and offering personalized travel are just few
of the insights gleaned from the latest national travel survey entitled, "The Philippine Travel Survey Report: The Evolving
Landscape of Domestic Travel in the Philippines," released by the Department of Tourism (DOT), Dr. Andrew L. Tan
Center for Tourism, and Guide to the Philippines on 17 February 2021.
A follow up to the May 2020 survey, the two-pronged comprehensive report presents the change in Filipino travelers and
tourism enterprises' perspective toward domestic tourism. The collected data aims to assist the DOT and key tourism
stakeholders in realigning strategies and opportunities geared towards a better normal in local travel.
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To support the crafting of DOT’s strategy to
jumpstart the tourism industry.

Travel behavior has
changed thereby opening
opportunities for
introducing new travel
products and services.
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Travelers’ preferences
evolved.

Travel and safety
protocols need to be
standardized.
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Stability of public health
is perceived as the
minimum requirement to
accelerate the opening
of local tourism.
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Financial survival
remains to be the most
pressing concern of
tourism enterprises
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A standardized set of
health protocols and
requirements are
needed to promote
tourist activity
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Assistance in the form
of advising is needed
by tourism enterprises.

Tourism stakeholders must communicate
effectively to discuss the parameters of the
evolving landscape of Philippine tourism.
Collaboration remains essential to the
overall success of rebooting tourism
activities across the country, where each
stakeholder can contribute to this
transition.

The better normal translates to a paradigm
shift where bespoke travel is mainstreamed.
The rise of tailor-made vacations and
small-group travel will require the
strengthening of existing circuits and
"jump-off" destinations to connect with less
popular destinations will be beneficial.

The evolving landscape of travel in the
Philippines entails a shift from generic
mass-based offerings to niche tourism.
This is reflected in the emergence of new
travel segments and a new product design.

Make traveling simple. The promotion of
relaxed and safe travel in the country is
hinged on the standardization of travel and
health protocols (point of convergence
between travelers and enterprise).

Annyeonghaseyo!
Promoting the Philippines
to the Korean Market

D

ealing with the pandemic hasn’t been
easy for Tourism Attaché Director
Maria Corazon Jorda-Apo and her
team at the Philippine Department of Tourism
in South Korea. Like most of us, they also
watch K-dramas to alleviate stress and even
visit shooting locations for amusement. But
one thing’s for sure: nothing has stopped them
from continuing to promote the Philippines to
the Korean market.
With the pandemic forcing more Koreans
to stay home, which resulted in increased
online activity, PDOT-Korea took advantage of
digital marketing to ensure that the Philippines
remains a top-of-mind destination.
This year, PDOT-Korea plans to implement the
“Philippine Specialist Program” for the Korean
travel trade, an educational online training
program in Korean language focused on
Philippine tourism products and services in the
new normal. A chatbot will also be integrated
into the Philippine tourism website (in Korean)
to attract the younger Korean market.
Though challenges remain such as the
Philippines being portrayed negatively in the
media, PDOT-Korea will elevate its social
media presence further by posting more
Philippine destination photos and tapping
Korean influencers to promote the country’s
culinary delights.
It comes as no surprise that the Philippines
continues to be loved by South Koreans,
making them the country’s top source market
with the help of the hardworking PDOT-Korea
team. After all, there’s nothing like our 7,641
islands. And as Director Jorda-Apo would say,
“The Philippines is much like the Bibimbap, a
one-dish meal that is tasty, complete, filling and
satisfying. You need not ask for more!”

Tourism Stakeholders
Share Best Practices
Amidst Pandemic

T

he Tourism Promotions Board (TPB) continues
to provide a virtual platform for strengthening
partnerships among its members and other
stakeholders through the organization of its weekly
Members’ Chat. For the month of February, TPB invited
private tourism stakeholders to share relevant information
and best practices, including business innovation efforts,
during this time of pandemic.
Okada Manila and Bluewater Resorts are two
establishments that adopted measures deeply-rooted
in their company’s identity. To ensure 5-star customer
experience in the safest way possible, Okada Manila
reinforced True Heart or “Magokoro” in Japanese, one of
the cornerstones of its business, to deliver its new normal
campaign called “3T” or “True Clean, True Safe, True
Heart”. Bluewater Resorts, on the other hand, coordinated

We have to turn around. Hotel and leisure industry is one
of the hardest hit by the pandemic. We have pivoted a
thousand times or even more to survive COVID-19
Vanessa Suatengco
General Manager, Diamond Hotel

with other local accommodation providers and tour
operators to organize a special campaign called “Balik sa
Bohol Online Sale” to jumpstart tourism in the province.
Meanwhile, Diamond Hotel and Cebu Pacific digitized
parts of their business processes to minimize physical
contact with customers for safer and more efficient
operations. Diamond Hotel introduced an e-Concierge
for virtual check-ins, expanded services to include
offering packed meals, frozen specialties and luxury
platters online, and started accepting contactless
payments through WeChat Pay, Alipay and GCash.
Cebu Pacific also boosted their digital transformation
efforts by enabling contactless flights and releasing
new self-service features for customers to further
reduce person-to-person contact throughout their
journey with the airline.

Safety is the new luxury. Trust is the new currency.
Safety is the paramount concern in choosing hotel
accommodations. We must build consumer confidence
and win back trust.
Cielo Ortega-Reboredo,
Vice President for Sales and Marketing- Events,
Rooms and Food & Beverage, Okada Manila

It is important for the stakeholders of the same industry
to be aligned in our efforts because we are all trying to
restore trust and confidence in travel again.”
Candice Iyog
Vice President for Marketing & Customer
Experience, Cebu Pacific Air

We at the private sector have come up with a special
campaign, Balik sa Bohol Online Sale, inspired by an
original Boholano composition frequently played on Bohol’s
floating restaurants, to jumpstart tourism with the opening
of Bohol’s borders.
Margie Munsayac
Vice President for Sales &
Marketing, Bluewater Resorts
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